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Dear Friends:
For all of you who attended the
“Adaptive Spirit” event in Vail
in April, we hope you enjoyed
renewing bonds with industry
colleagues, friends and family.
After all, that is our secret for
success — combining business
with supporting the amazing
athletes of the U.S. National
Paralympic Ski Teams.
Our partnership with the cable industry and U.S. Paralympics
continues to grow. The cable industry can be especially proud of
its continued support of Adaptive Spirit, which over the last 18
years has resulted in donations of more than $10 million to the
U.S. Paralympic Ski Teams. That support has led directly to the
team’s ability to triple in size, add new development talent, win yet
another Nations Cup, award competition scholarships to wounded
veterans, and add a new team that will compete in Sochi — the
U.S. Paralympic Snowboard Team.
Our collective success has positioned the team for a successful
run at medals in Sochi, Russia, in March of 2014. So make plans
to come celebrate your National Paralympic Ski Team’s success in
Sochi and see in person the results of our great partnership.
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LIVING,
LEARNING
AND LIGHTHEARTED

COMPETITION
Once again, family fun,
friendships, a little friendly
competition and, of course,
a terrific and noble cause got
poured into a mixing bowl,
along with just the proper
amount of industry talk,
networking and insight.

Event Facts:
• $1.3 million raised
this year
• 950+ registrants
• 59 event sponsors
• 25 activity sponsors
• Over 300 Silent
Auction items donated
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And as always, what popped out of the oven a short while
later was a savory mix of all that the industry finds good and
worthwhile about Adaptive Spirit, along with one more example
of why so many longtime cable executives remain so steadfast in
their support of the organization.
This past April, the industry — as it has done for 18 consecutive years and counting — met once again on the sunny slopes
of the tiny ski community of Vail, Colorado, for what until a few
years ago was known as SkiTAM, a fundraiser to benefit the U.S.
Paralympic Ski Team and, now, that organization’s primary source
of funding.
This year, through a combination of entry fees, donations,
an ever-growing silent auction, an increasingly animated and
increasingly non-silent one, and a 50/50 raffle, to name just a
few festivities, Adaptive Spirit was able to raise some 1.3 million
dollars over the course of its four-day annual fund-raiser and
ski-a-thon.
Among the highlights of the 2013 event was the ever-popular
executive session on Thursday afternoon featuring, as has been
the tradition, a number of well-placed and knowledgeable industry experts. Moderated by Michael Grebb of CableFAX, the
panel explored Engaging Consumers through Personalized Experiences. Featured were Brian Curtis, senior director of product
management for Comcast; Tim Connolly, VP, digital distribution
for Disney & ESPN Media Networks; Adaptive Spirit’s own Joe
Rooney, SVP, brand and media at Cox Communications; and
Dhiraj Kumar, head of global performance solutions at Facebook.
Tania Yuki, CEO of Shareablee, was generous enough to fill a
panel spot at the last minute.

As Rooney said afterward, “Every year it happens, and every
year this becomes truer and truer. If you were to go to the Thursday session, close your eyes, forget there were stunning mountains and who knows how many skiers just outside the door, and
simply listen to the depth to which the topics were being mined,
not to mention what was being revealed about them, you’d swear
you were not nestled in the heart of the Rocky Mountains but
seated at some high-level cable conference in New York, LA or
some other industry hotspot.”
Also new this year was what was billed as the Brain Trust
Breakfast, an opportunity to share face time over eggs and coffee
in a laid-back, casual setting with MSO and industry execs. The
objective was to give attendees a chance to ask those in a position
to know one or two burning questions they may have had rattling
around their heads. Among those enlisted for the breakfast were
Nomi Bergman of Bright House Networks, Jay Rolls of Charter
and Cass Baker of Leapfrog.

The winners of this year’s race — a race thrown wide open by
the late scratch of a few of the traditional contenders and usual
suspects — were: Team HBO from the Competitive Division
made up of Peter Ban, Brenda Kirwood, Jeff Kirwood, Clay
Kirwood and Laurie Stephens. And from the Sport Division,
team Deluxe Digital won first place: Chris Rittler, Craig Heiting,
Jeff Chen, Wendy Chen and Allison Jones.
For the adults and industry types, among the many social
and networking events this year were the 18th Annual On the
Town at Eagle’s Nest (sponsored by Ericsson, Juniper Networks
and Motorola) and the After Hours Party at bōl (Ericsson).
And the weekend was once again peppered with such kidfriendly and parent-free choices as the Youth Race (sponsored by
Contec), the Kids Film Fest (iN DEMAND), the kidScene Snow
Down tube race (HDNet Movies kidScene) and the ever-popular
Saturday night Kids’ Party (Disney).

ALL
ROADS
LEAD TO SOCHI
Until a few years ago, Sochi, Russia, was just one
more largely anonymous town nestled somewhere in
the heart of Asia, between the sprawling Black Sea
and the rugged Caucasus Mountains. But that was
before it was announced that Sochi would be hosting
the 2014 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games.
Since then, to thousands of young male and female athletes
the world over, in any number of sports, Sochi will become some
combination of Oz and the proverbial pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow.
For the members of the U.S. Paralympic Ski Team, these
days it seems almost impossible to engage in any conversation
about any subject without invariably finding them actively talking
Sochi and the 2014 Paralympics. Unlike Salt Lake City, unlike
Vancouver, really unlike almost any Paralympic games in memory, these looming Sochi games seem to have taken on a level of
importance and focus in the minds of prospective competitors
that few others ever have.
One reason for that is no doubt the relocation in 2010 of
the U.S. Adaptive Ski Teams from under their former parent
organization, the United States Ski and Snowboard Association
(USSA), to under the wing of U.S. Paralympics, a division of
the U.S. Olympic Committee. But perhaps the bigger reason is
the very public disclosure by U.S. Paralympics that the goal of
American teams going forward, starting in Sochi, was to bring
home more medals and earn more podiums than any team and
any country in the world.
There has been, in other words, a far greater emphasis placed
on performance excellence and results in 2014 — an objective
that has emerged as something of a mission. At the Sochi games,
the team will find itself squarely under the strong hand and
watchful eye of U.S. Paralympics — not to mention its energetic,
focused and deeply passionate executive director, Charlie Huebner — the gauntlet has clearly been thrown down.
Said Huebner, “to pursue excellence, it takes a comprehensive approach, including finding the right athletes through talent
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ID, strong coaching, sport science, sports medicine, technology
support, and competitive opportunities against the best in the
world.” And that, according to Huebner, is exactly what all Paralympic teams are now being systematically afforded.
For the coaches, Sochi represents a great opportunity on
so many levels, and many of them cannot wait for the games to
begin. Kevin Jardine is one such coach. He has been involved
with the team in some capacity during any number of previous
Paralympic games, and he said that Sochi will present a great opportunity for the U.S. athletes to focus less on family and friends,
and more on the task at hand. “Sure, there are going to be
friends and family members around; there always are. Salt Lake
was probably the worst in that regard. But in Sochi, the athletes
are not going to find themselves
constantly distracted by things
The goal of
like TV or worried about social
American teams,
commitments they may have
starting in Sochi,
made. They’re going to be able
will be to bring
to concentrate and focus more
on why we’re there and the goals
home more medals
we’ve set for ourselves,” he said.
and earn more
Nordic coach John Farra is
podiums than any
excited about Sochi because he
country in the world.
said it represents the first time in
Paralympic history that the U.S.
team will be bringing something more than a handful of athletes
to compete in the Nordic events. Unlike past Paralympics, which
operated with a five-person cap on Nordic teams, these 2014
games will see some 15 different Nordic athletes competing for
the U.S., each representing a different skiing and (sometimes)
shooting style and strength. “It used to be you could almost
name the team without even watching them compete. But not
any longer. This year, I think U.S. Paralympics realized that if we
are ever going to grow our sport in this country, and are ever going to be able to compete consistently internationally, we are go-

ing to do it by increasing the opportunities for people to compete
and, hopefully, win.”
Farra added that because the goal of U.S. Paralympics is to
earn more medals than any team in the world, numbers alone
dictated it was important to beef up not only the quality but the
quantity of athletes on the Nordic roster. “55 percent of all medals
awarded go to Nordic events, so it stands to reason that if we want
to win more medals, we have to focus on the Nordic events.”
This year, the U.S. team participated in an event that
amounted to something of a dry run for the 2014 Paralympics,
and which gave Russian officials an opportunity to test their
mettle as event organizers, course groomers and race officials

under true-to-life conditions. The test race proved to be a worthwhile exercise, and snow conditions in Sochi very much mirrored
the ones that the team experiences every summer in Mt. Hood,
where they train. As a result, U.S. officials were able to lend more
than a fair share of expertise to the Sochi race officials, while giving them hands-on demonstrations of the ins and outs of grooming and manufacturing snow under warm springlike conditions.
As for the athletes themselves, perhaps the whole concept of
and collective focus on Sochi was best summed up by Staci Mannella, who said, “Ever since I first started skiing competitively I’ve
been hearing about Sochi and the 2014 Paralympics. Sochi was
made my goal back then, and Sochi remains my goal today.”

Proud sponsors of the U.S. Paralympic National Ski Team
and Adaptive Spirit since 2004!
www.sd-advertising.com

Strategic Planning

Digital Marketing

Traditional Marketing

Project Management
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OPPOSITES

ATTRACT
In many ways they couldn’t be more dissimilar. One is a
seasoned professional, the other just a few days removed from
her junior prom. One is comfortably nestled into the responsibilities and challenges of being a woman in mid-life; the other
is a youngster who feels life is only now starting to unfold.

Despite their differences, a visually impaired rising
star and her veteran guide have made it clear they
intend to be heard from...and soon
By M.C. Antil
One grew up focused and driven to achieve success; the other
always took success as it came, but wouldn’t have missed it if it never
bothered to knock on her door.
Meet Staci Mannella and Kim Seevers, the unlikeliest of partners. The former is a visually impaired skier who’s just now starting to
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realize how good she can be; the latter is Mannella’s guide, mentor
and, perhaps above all, a person committed to making sure she
explores every last ounce of her considerable talent for ski racing.
Mannella and Seevers first met on Windham Mountain in
2008, where Seevers, a lifelong fitness and ski instructor (and
these days a grant writer for the Adaptive Sports Foundation),
had just returned after a two year stint living in Colorado. One
thing led to another, and before you knew it Seevers had acquired
a brand new protégé: a fun-loving, laid-back 11-year-old from
across the Hudson River in New Jersey, a little girl who’d skied
since the age of four and whose parents recently bought a small
home not far from Windham so they could spend weekends skiing as a family from the first snowfall to the final spring thaw.
In no time Seevers and Mannella found themselves working
together just about every weekend. And eventually, with Staci’s
parents’ permission, they began taking short trips to participate
in a number of smaller, regional junior adaptive ski races.
It was a short two months later, in the U.S. Adaptive National Championships being held in Winter Park, Colorado racing
against a number of adult skiers and on a far more challenging
course layout than they’d been used to — that Seevers began to
fully realize what she had in Mannella. About midway through
their first run, Seevers, a driven and highly accomplished skier,
realized she was probably pushing her young charge a bit too
hard. And as she came to that realization and instinctively began
to pull back, she also realized that right on her tail — no more
than a few feet behind her and attacking the mountain in her
absolute mirror image, listening to and acting on the instructions
she’d been barking out — was a wide-eyed little girl who not only
didn’t seem intimidated by the experience or the competition,
but who actually seemed to be thriving on them.
At that moment, imagining the fresh-faced 12-year-old just a
few feet behind her skiing like the devil to try and beat the adults
she was up against, and realizing the two were actually going to
make it down the mountain in one piece — as a team — Seevers
suddenly began doing what any self-respecting professional ski
guide would do in that situation; she began to cry. And she kept
crying, even as she continued to bark out instructions to Mannella at the top of her lungs with a voice that soon began cracking
with the emotion of the moment, and even as she crossed the
finish line with tears streaming down her two bright-red, icy-cold
cheeks.
While in so many ways Seevers and Mannella are as different as night and day, there are at least two things they share that
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make them a very good, and potentially world-class, racing team.
Both are strong, physically powerful women, and both match one
another in size and weight. What’s more, they both really love to
ski fast. And the combination of those things can, and often does,
lead to one World Cup and Paralympic podium after another.
As for the sameness in their size and body type, Seevers explained the importance. Prior to meeting Mannella, Seevers had
worked with another young vision-impaired Paralympic athlete
from the Adaptive Sports Foundation named Caitie Sarubbi. Sarubbi is a petite young lady who is almost elfin in stature and who
liked to ski a fair distance behind Seevers. The differences in their
physical size helped define both their skiing style and their dynamic as a team, often leading to an inconsistent gap between the
pair depending on the pitch of the hill or set of the race course.
From day one, however, Mannella chose to position herself
directly behind Seevers and keep her at all times — almost literally — within arm’s reach. During competition, this allowed her,
at least to some degree, to actually see her guide and rely less on
oral instructions. “I have achromatopsia,” Mannella explained.
“That means I’m very light sensitive, have a high degree of color
blindness and cannot see distances at all. So I like to ski as close
as I can to Kim so I can see her as clear as possible. That allows
me to be as accurate as I can with my turns, my weight shifts and
everything else I’m doing up there.”
Field of vision aside, however, the idea of two similarly built
and like-sized women, both skiing at peak capacity and attacking
the mountain as a virtual single unit, while leveraging such scientific advantages as gravity and a reduction in wind resistance, has
the Paralympic coaching staff almost giddy with excitement. As
Kevin Jardine said, “Staci has built-in advantages as a racer, and
we’re trying to get her to understand that and take full advantage
of them. I’m not sure she even realizes how good she has it in her
to be.”
Said Seevers, “Staci has the heart of a champion. Now she
just has to get that into her head.” She then added that for Mannella, all the elements are there — except perhaps experience. “I
love working with Staci. She’s honest, hard-working and completely accountable for the things she does. It’s been a real thrill
to watch her grow over the years. And I’m sure that the more
experience she gains, the better she’s going to become.”
The year ahead promises to be a much more focused and
ski-centric one for Mannella, who will be entering her final year
of high school, where she continues to take classes specifically
designed to allow her to pursue her goal of becoming a veteri-

narian. Behind her will be this past year, a crazy, stressful pair of
semesters in which she took a number of honors-level courses,
took all the requisite college exams, challenged herself as never
before academically, and attempted to do on weekends what
many of her teammates and fellow competitors were spending
full weeks doing — namely, training, skiing and working on their
various racing techniques.
Not only has the World Cup schedule grown virtually 100
percent this season, but 2014 will be a Paralympic year, and
Mannella’s sights remain, as they have for six years, fixed squarely
on Sochi. “I’ve been hearing about this place called Sochi for six
years, as if it’s like Oz or something,” she said. “Kim made earning
a podium in Sochi our goal six years ago when we first started
working together, and it remains our goal today.”
The good news is, as a senior this coming year, Mannella will
have more time to hit the gym and travel to World Cup events
than she did in the past, and she hopes the situation will allow her
to take a giant leap forward in both her training and her results.

I would not be here without Kim,
says Mannella. In fact, I gotta
be honest, this was probably
more her dream than mine.
When asked recently, she was candid and honest with anyone
willing to listen about how she got to where she is and why she
now finds herself so close to World Cup and Paralympic greatness that she — and, no doubt, Seevers — can taste it. “No
question, I would not be here without Kim,” she said. “In fact, for
the first few years we were together, I gotta be honest, this was
probably more her dream than mine.”
But that dream is clearly mutual now. And yet somehow,
through it all, Staci Mannella remains exactly who she is, and who
she’s been for quite some time: a typical, almost painfully normal
kid from Jersey who’s just having fun, hanging loose, and doing
the best she can, even as she’s undertaking the daunting task of
competing against the finest adaptive skiers in the world.
As she said late last season to a very edgy Seevers in the starting gate of one particularly critical national championship race,
when the latter asked how she was able to stay so calm, “Kim,
c’mon. You have the hard part. All I have to do is follow you.”
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Proud sponsor of the
18th annual SkiTAM.
Thanks to all of the volunteers, sponsors,
and attendees for making this year’s event
another monumental success.
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SHRUGS OFF

INJURIES,
FOCUSES ON SOCHI

Very few people love skiing fast as much
as Paralympic hopeful Stephen Lawler.
Now, if only the fates (and his body) would
accommodate him, he might be able to put all
that speed to use.

BY M .C . A N T I L
Being born with spina bifida and living life in a wheelchair might
be considered enough of a physical hurdle for an athlete, but
that hasn’t apparently stopped the fates from wanting to pile on
Stephen Lawler.
Over the past two years, the humble, shy and conspicuously
self-effacing 22-year-old has been hamstrung by one injury after

another yet, through it all, remains remarkably steadfast in his
belief that he has it in him to become not merely a world-class
monoskier but, perhaps as soon as next spring, a Paralympic
champion.
Consider this: Lawler took a hard fall and separated his shoulder during the 2009-10 season after having moved west from
his native Vermont to participate in Winter Park’s world-famous
adaptive-ski program, an injury that cut short his season. He was
subsequently told by doctors that the problem in his shoulder
could become chronic, so he returned to Vermont for surgery
and to rehab his broken wing. A few months later he was back in
Winter Park, and that coming season he skied well enough to win
a spot on his first-ever Paralympic squad.
But at the beginning of the 2012-13 World Cup season,
Lawler fell yet again, and this time did damage to his other shoul-
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der. The injury cost him a big chunk of yet another season, but
when he recovered well enough to ski competitively, he traveled
to Spain with his team, once again began attacking the mountain
with his trademark blistering, breakneck style, and somehow
finished a surprising second in the downhill.
That podium, along with his lifelong passion for speed and the
kind of intensive coaching he’d been receiving on his admittedly
raw technique over two Paralympic seasons, led him to believe
2013-14 was going to be his year — a season he envisioned being

STEPHEN LAWLER:

10 FUN FACTS

capped by at least one gold medal at the 2014 Games in Sochi,
and some others along the way.
But in May, just a month before he was to leave for Mt. Hood
with the rest of his Paralympic teammates and embark upon the
grueling offseason training they face every summer, he learned
he had developed an infection during some recent non-shoulderrelated surgery, a setback that precluded him from participating
in the Mt. Hood training and forced him to remain all but inactive
for weeks while his body fought the infection.

On the official U.S. Paralympics site, Stephen Lawler
offers these 10 facts about himself (OK, maybe they’re
factoids, or at least fact-ish) as he prepares for Sochi and
the 2014 Paralympics. The facts below are Stephen’s. The
commentary is ours.
a Nintendo 64 video game. As
Stephen says, he likes to think
he was born to race.

1. I STARTED SKIING
AT 10 YEARS OLD
His first skiing partners, his
mother and his grandmother,
claim he must have thought his
bucket was a sled because he
pointed it straight downhill and
never stopped.
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2. RACING IS IN
MY BLOOD
His dad, Noel Lawler, is a
first-generation immigrant
from Ireland, who discovered
road rally racing as a kid and
never looked back. He and
his partner finished second
in the 1998 U.S. Rally Car
Championships and he was
later featured on the cover of

3. I'VE BEEN IN A MOVIE
When he was 13, he was
driving cross country with his
mother when the two stopped
in Colorado for a day’s worth
of skiing. There, he was spotted by a director who was
making an educational film
with extreme skier Glen Plake.
Stephen’s role in the film was
not a big one, but The SnowMonsters can still be seen
playing at the Breckenridge
Ski Resort.
4. FREEDOM AND
MAPLE SYRUP
Steve is a Vermont guy
through and through and is
unabashedly proud of (in reverse order) the state’s motto,
"Freedom and Unity,” the
fact that Vermont is home to

the iconic Ben and Jerry’s Ice
Cream plant, and perhaps most
of all, the quality of his home
state’s maple syrup, which he
(and many others) will go to
their graves contending is the
finest of its kind in the world.
5. I LOVE KIWIS
His time with the U.S.
Paralympic Ski Team has
taught him that his favorite
place to visit in the world is
New Zealand. He calls the
mountains “amazing” and says
the country offers the finest
scenery he’s ever seen. He also
claims the people are incredibly friendly, and that rugby
(their favorite pastime) is a
“pretty cool sport.”
6. I AM NOT THE
CLEANEST PERSON
Oscar Madison, move over.
There’s a new sheriff in town.
And his name is Stephen —

As for his skiing, Lawler said he’s spent the past three seasons
trying to unlearn much of what he’d always thought he knew
about monoski racing. As a kid from the East who competed
against some often vastly inferior competition, he never really
had to learn much in the way of technique. All he had to do was
point his bucket downhill and go faster than everyone else. He
now realizes that, at least when it comes to the greatest sit skiers
in the world, raw speed will only take him so far. “Downhill is
my best event, without question,” he said recently. “But I would

who, by the way, would like to
take a moment to personally
apologize to all his roommates
over the years, especially Tyler
Walker, who he’s bunking with
this summer while both are in
training at the OTC.

best of his ability — without
having to worry about working
40 hours off the slopes, just to
be able to survive.

7. I AM A HUGE
SPORTS FAN
If there is a game on TV, more
often than not he can be
found watching it. As for his
favorite teams, he claims he’s a
fan of both the New York Giants and the Boston Red Sox.
Go figure.

9. THANKS, MOM
Not only did his mother get
him into skiing as a boy, but
in high school she would wake
up early every day to drive
him to all his practices and
races. And for many years,
Stephen claims, she was the
only person funding his skiing
career. Today, he says simply,
he wouldn’t be where his is
without her.

8. I’M A FULL-TIME
ATHLETE
He considers himself “lucky”
that alpine skiing is his fulltime job and that his relationship with Juniper Networks
has afforded him all the
equipment necessary for him
to train and perform to the

10. I GET TO LIVE AT THE
U.S. OLYMPIC TRAINING
CENTER
We suppose when you live
where you train, it can’t help
but increase the frequency of
your workouts, not to mention
— at least eventually — their
impact.
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someday like to be best in the GS. When you’re good in the GS,
as a skier you have everything.”
That’s a big part of the reason he remains such a huge fan of
current teammates, Chris Devlin-Young and Tyler Walker. Not
only are both, like Lawler, originally from the East (Young and
Walker hail from New Hampshire), but they are so good in so
many events, and they remain competitive regardless of the track
and the conditions. “That’s what I’m striving for,” he said. “I’m
looking for the consistency that all great racers have.”
His head coach, Kevin Jardine, said Lawler has as much native
ability as just about any skier he’s ever seen. He just needs to
work on becoming more technically proficient on the mountain.
“Steve’s job, and what we’re working with him on, is developing
his racing technique. At some point, at this level of competition
and against this level of competitor, raw speed will only take you
so far. You have to be able to adapt to conditions and the course,
and you have to learn how to save fractions of seconds by skiing
in a way that is more about being smart than being instinctive.”
Injuries and infections aside, Lawler remains undaunted
heading into this summer, not to mention the season ahead.
He continues to ooze quiet confidence in himself, continues to
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When you’re good in the GS,
said Lawler, as a skier you
have everything.
focus on the things he needs to improve, both in his conditioning
and his technique, and continues to keep his sights and his focus
aimed squarely on Sochi.
That’s why after a few weeks recovery back home with his
family in Vermont, he said he will return to the Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs to resume what for two years running
has become a vigorous off-season training regime. “They push
you harder here than I’ve ever been pushed in my life,” he said of
his trainers at the OTC. That, coupled with his sponsorship from
Juniper Networks will help get him back on track to Sochi.
When asked what most outsiders might not know about him,
Lawler thought for a moment then responded, “You may look at
me, and I may look like I’m having fun out there, but…well. I’m
not sure people realize how hard I work at this, or how much I’ve
put into it.”
That may all change come March in a Russian village the
world will soon come to know as Sochi.

GEAR UP

Almost every sport has its specialty equipment. But when it
comes to adaptive sports, the equipment of day-to-day life
and the equipment of sport often meld into one. World class
skier, Paralympic hopeful, and highly decorated Wounded
Warrior, Heath Calhoun, recently pulled back the curtain,
laid out his equipment for us and showed the staff of Adaptive
Spirit just how true that really is.
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GOOD LUCK
IN SOCHI
Disney and ESPN Media Networks
congratulates Adaptive Spirit and
the U.S. National Paralympic Ski Team
on another great year

©Disney ©ABC Family

RAISING SPIRITS. REALIZING DREAMS.
Samsung is proud to support Adaptive Spirit and the US Adaptive Ski Team
The Samsung products that power the New Business Experience.

CONNECT WITH ADAPTIVE SPIRIT
www.adaptivespirit.com

CNOSSEN’S NEWEST MISSION MEANS HAVING TO

PLAY A LITTLE

CATCH-UP
It would not be unlike, oh, maybe, trying to
perform neurosurgery after little more than
a few Learning Annex courses and an instruction book or two. Or maybe playing for
a sellout crowd with little more knowledge of
music than what you might have picked up
playing Guitar Hero on your Wii.
Yet Dan Cnossen, a disabled Navy Seal
and double amputee from Topeka, is working
like the devil these days to try to achieve the
cross-country equivalent of those kinds of
skill sets. The 33-year-old — who remains on
active duty in the Navy — is giving his all to
try to overcome the longest of odds and earn
a spot on the 2014 U.S. Nordic Ski Team.
His goal is to compete in the Sochi Paralympics against the finest cross-country adaptive
skiers in the world, having picked up the
sport four years ago.
In fact, when asked recently if he had
competed in the 2010 Games in Vancouver,
Cnossen politely said, no, he had actually
been in Walter Reed Hospital in 2010, recovering from having just stepped on an IED
and having just lost both legs while on duty
in Afghanistan. The skiing, he said, came a
few months after that, as a means of physical therapy. And his Paralympic dreams grew
out of his work in rehab.
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Cnossen told Adaptive Spirit that while his training as a Seal
has been helpful in what he’s trying to do as a skier, it has not
always been analogous and was not by any means immediately
transferrable. “In skiing, even the longest races — say 15k — only
last maybe 50 minutes or so. So they’re really not that long. But
when you’re doing BUDs (basic underwater demolition) and
(Navy Seal) field training, you’re being trained to push yourself
for hours upon hours, and to operate while cold, wet, and with
virtually no sleep at all. It’s a much different experience.”
That being said, however, Cnossen admits there is at least
one aspect of BUD training that has dovetailed perfectly with
the loneliness and physical rigors of trying to turn oneself into
a world-class cross-country ski racer. “The mental toughness
— that is something that you really pick up while doing BUDs
that without question comes into play while training for what I’m
doing now.”
Having just spent the spring as part of the test event in Sochi
to help Russian officials prepare for the 2014 Paralympics — and
then having trained intensely in the interim, including a three
week stint in Bend, Oregon in springlike conditions — Cnossen is
now looking to give his body a rest for a few weeks before ramping up for the 2013-14 season by engaging in some high-impact
mountain boarding to go along with his regular gym work.
Included in Cnossen’s training may or may not be a trip
to Argentina to compete in the Argentine Nationals and get
back on real-life snow. The problem he faces in trying to get to
Argentina is a problem faced by almost every member of the
U.S. Paralympic Ski Team, that of personal expenses. The trip
to South America will set Cnossen back, at least by his estimations, some $6,000. Fortunately, whatever funds he is not able
to come up with on his own, a group calling itself Team Semper Fi
— an organization that supports wounded and disabled ex-Ma-
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rines throughout the country in many different ways — has told
Cnossen that even though he is a Navy man and not a Marine,
they will support him and give him whatever funds are required to
make his trip to Argentina a reality.
As for his expectations for Sochi and the 2014 Paralympics,
Cnossen remains a nice balance between optimistic and realistic
about his chances at a podium. While he believes he learned some
important local knowledge during the Sochi test event in March,
and that may be able to sneak up on a few of the unsuspecting
Russians, who remain the dominant force in the world of adap-

The problem he faces in trying to get
to Argentina is one faced by almost
every member of the Paralympic Team;
personal expenses.
tive Nordic skiing, he also feels that as a competitor he still has
a long way to go, at least from a technique standpoint. “I’m still
very new at this, and it’s a very tough sport,” said Cnossen, who
logs his every workout and race meticulously so that he can learn
from his mistakes and chart his progress. “But I promise you this:
Sochi will not be the fastest I ever ski before I’m through. And I
will continue to learn and continue to get better every time I go
out there.”
He then added, “Look, I expect that everyone out there is
going to give 100 percent, so in that sense I’ll be no different
than anyone else. But I am training as hard as I can, and I will give
it all that I have. And I’ll know that, regardless of what happens in
Sochi, I could not have done anything more.”

AN EVERYONE
EVERYWHERE

WORLD

Everyone deserves a chance to fulfill their potential. That’s why
the Connect to Learn project exists. It uses information and
communications technology not just to improve access to
education, but to greatly enhance the quality of education for
children everywhere. Because how you begin often affects
where you end up going.

NEW HORIZONS
Paralympic bronze medalist Oksana Masters
is shooting for another medal — this time in a
sport she took up less than six months ago.

Some thirty years ago, Syracuse University basketball coach Jim
Boeheim was contemplating who would play center for him in the
upcoming season, when into his office walked a kid from Lebanon with hands the size of pizzas and asked him a favor. The kid
wanted to know if the legendary coach would mind giving him a
tryout. Two years later, his Syracuse Orangemen found themselves in the final game of the NCAA Final Four, led by their All
American center, a kid named Rony Seikaly.
Now, the final chapter has yet to be written, but that kind of
out-of-the-blue request from a difference-maker of an athlete
is not unlike what happened this spring to the Nordic officials of
the U.S. Paralympic Ski Team, when one of the rising stars in all
of Paralympic sports — a woman who, like some supernova, had
seemingly made her mark overnight in a completely different
discipline — walked up to them one day and said she’d like to try
out for their team; this, mind you, despite the fact she had only
been on cross-country skis a few times in her life, and had never
once even thought of competing on them.
Meet Oksana Masters, Ukrainian immigrant, adoptee, double
amputee, Paralympic bronze medalist in mixed-team rowing and
Nordic wanna be.
The early life of Oksana Masters was straight out of Dickens.
Born in the Ukraine and left by her birth parents at an orphanage, she grew up in that same orphanage where, perhaps due to
her birth mother’s exposure to the radiation emanating from a
nearby nuclear dumping site, she had been born with a number of
life-challenging physical defects, including legs of two extremely
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different lengths, hands with webbed fingers and no thumbs, six
toes on each foot, and the lack of a weight-bearing shin bone in
each calf.
Fast-forward seven years: Master finds herself adopted by an
unmarried college professor from Buffalo, New York, who takes
her in and makes sure the young girl starts to receive the level
of medical attention and expertise her various conditions had
been demanding for years. That attention includes the last few
of seven different operations she had early in life and, ultimately,
the removal of both legs above Oksana’s knees.
That last part is the bad news. The good news is that for the
first time in her life, Masters finally has two functioning hands,
legs that no longer cause her constant pain, and a body that is, at
long last, disease free and working with her, not against her.
She is finally a young lady who is physically ready to tackle
all that life has to offer those with talent and ambition in her
adopted country.
Masters had begun rowing even before her right leg was
amputated, and soon began doing so competitively. By 2010,
she had gotten so good that she had established a world record in
the sport. That same year, she not only made history as the first
adaptive sculler to race in the Indianapolis Rowing Club regatta,
she actually won the women’s open division, easily outpacing a
field of able-bodied competitors. It was clear that the sport of
rowing had an emerging superstar on its hands, able-bodied or
otherwise.
Roughly a year later, seeing her obvious gift for the sport
and realizing she had to train at the next level, her coach recommended that Masters could actually be good enough to make the
U.S. Paralympic squad, and that her best bet would be to team
with an injured war veteran he knew (a former Marine who had

lost both legs in Afghanistan), who was making a name for himself
in the Washington, D.C., area. Soon Masters was training daily
with partner Rob Jones, and a few months later the duo — billing themselves as “Team Bad Company” — got good enough to
actually win both the Adaptive World Championships trials and
the U.S. Paralympic qualification finals. Before they even knew
what had hit them, they were on their way to London to compete
in their first-ever Paralympics.
On the Thames — battling world-class scullers from all over
the world and racing against powerful teams with not only a far
greater wealth of experience but much more time together on
the water — Masters and Jones shocked the rowing establishment by finishing third in the trunk-and-arms mixed-double sculls
and earning what to many was an utterly unexpected spot on the
podium.
Over the past year or so — due, no doubt, to her unmistakable and even striking combination of charm, beauty and worldclass talent — Oksana has emerged as something of a celebrity.
She was recently featured in Southwest Airlines’ in-flight
magazine, Spirit, and in the pages of Sports Illustrated.
Prior to the 2012 Summer Paralympic Games in London,
she was named one of 10 U.S. athletes to watch by the
British newspaper The Guardian, and was named one of the
“11 hottest Paralympic athletes” by MSN.
But all that paled when she was approached by ESPN
the Magazine and asked to be a part of the 2012 edition
of ESPN’s annual “Body Issue.” Without knowing anything
about the issue or what it entailed, she immediately agreed to
be included without realizing that every athlete featured was
completely naked. But by then, she had given her word and did
not want to back out.
The results ended up being tasteful. But Oksana Masters’
nude layout was important because, all titillation aside, it helped
pull back the curtain and, at least in some small measure, demystify what it means to have a disability. And more than anything
else, by posing without clothes and appearing before millions of
eyes in such a refreshingly open and candid manner, Masters
showed the world that a physical disability can be, and often is,
beautiful.
In fact, she later said the hardest part of doing the shoot
wasn’t so much posing nude it was getting past the fact that the
shoot was not about her. It was about people everywhere who
were, in her words, in “any way, shape or form physically different
from the traditional concept of beauty.” Though she says, “It was
a little weird at first sitting in a boat naked, they were very pro-

fessional and made me feel very comfortable. I just kept telling
myself, this is for all those people out there who don’t fit society’s
traditional, Barbie-doll concept of what real beauty is.”
As for making the team and competing in Sochi — ironically,
not all that far from where she spent the first seven years of her
life — Masters is entirely realistic about her chances, particularly
about the latter.
“I’m not kidding myself,” she said of her expectations for
Sochi. “I’m not expecting to win a medal or be anywhere near
the podium, or even in the top ten for that matter.” She then

And I’m going to do my best,
I promise you that. I love the sport.

added, “I’m just going to go over there — hopefully, that is — and
be proud to represent the USA. And I’m going to do my best, I
promise you that. I love the sport. It’s a new and different challenge, and it’s got my full attention.”
Oksana Masters may be new to this whole skiing thing, and
she may be a few years from actually being able to do as a Nordic
racer what she’s shown she can do as a sculler. But based on her
history, track record and willingness to dive in head first when
committing to something — not to mention, of course, her apparent immunity to the fear of failure — it appears that only a
fool would bet against her.
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2013 RACE SUMMARY
ADULT RACES

Total Racers: 260

Total Teams: 52

FASTEST FEMALE

SNOWBOARD

➊ Marni Seserman (Cox)            25.82
➋ Brenda Kirwood (HBO)            27.08
➌ Jennifer Zanca (Disney &
ESPN Media Networks)           27.30

➊ John McComuskie
(SeaChange)                         30.86
➋ Ross Gilson (Technicolor)         35.32
➌ Jeff Pratt (AMDOCS)            39.87

FASTEST MALE

MASTERS  MEN AND WOMAN

➊ Ben Thromb (Cox)                 24.08
➋ Clay Kirwood (HBO)              24.18
➌ Jeff Kirwood (HBO)               24.59

➊ Crawford Hamilton
(ION Media)                        30.67

YOUTH RACES

BEST DRESSED

CAS Group, Zoot Suits & Flapper

BEST CRASH

Derek Thibodeau (guest of Vubiquity)

MOST TIME SPENT ON COURSE
Total Kids: 34

Huawei or the Highway — 413.40

GIRLS
Ages 7 and Under
➊ Cambrie Mahonchak              70.30
➋ Avery Quinlan                      132.00
➌ Elle Davis                            134.00

Ages 8 - 11
➊ Annie Johanning                     31.10
➋ Grace Jardine                        32.60
➌ Alaina Rawlings                     34.00

Ages 12 and older
➊ Kate Kirwood                        24.40
➋ Sydney Kingston                     37.50

Ages 8 - 11
➊ Nick Kirwood                        26.40
➋ Jonathan Rawlings                  32.50
➌ Max Kuybus                          34.50

Ages 12 and Older
➊ Connor Kuybus                     30.80
➋ Chris Wood                          33.70
➌ Jack Duff y                           36.40

BOYS
Ages 7 and Under
➊ Bennett Jardine                     34.49
➋ Liam Richards                       40.30
➌ Caden Mahonchak                 40.50
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TEAM  COMPETITIVE DIVISION

➊ HBO                                 133.32
Peter Ban, Brenda Kirwood, Jeff Kirwood,
Clay Kirwood, Laurie Stephens

➋ Cox                                   145.72
Marni Seserman, Mick Obeleski, Kate
Kirwood, Nick Kirwood, Ralph Green

➌ Disney & ESPN Networks      152.92
Steve Raymond, Jennifer Zanca, Ben
Thromb, Jason Johanning, Lindsay Ball &
Diane Barras (guide)

TEAM  SPORT DIVISION

➊ Deluxe Digital                     203.53
Chris Rittler, Craig Heiting, Jeff Chen,
Wendy Chen, Allison Jones

➋ Cisco #3                            203.81
John Valiquette, Jeannie Valiquette,
Laurie Colburn, Kevin Jones, Tyler Walker

➌ Technicolor #2                     210.06
Ross Gilson, Z, Jim Medica, Dean
Osbourne, Meghan Erickson
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U.S. NATIONAL PARALYMPIC
SKI TEAM 2013
Alpine
Team

Nordic
Team

Lindsay Ball
Diane Barras, Guide

Dan Cnossen

Jasmin Bambur

Sean Halsted

Mark Bathum
Slater Storey, Guide
Heath Calhoun
Chris Devlin-Young
Meghan Erickson

Erik Frazier
Augusto Perez
Andy Soule
Kristy Vaughn
Jeremy Wagner

Staff
Brad Alire, Alpine Coach

Mark Kelly, Alpine Technician

Eileen Carey, Nordic Staff

Dave Mark, Nordic Technician

BethAnn Chamberlain,
Nordic Coach

Jonathan Mika, Alpine Coach

John Farra, Nordic HighPerformance Director
Kevin Jardine, Alpine HighPerformance Director

Kevin Pillifant,
Alpine Therapist
Sean Ramsden, Alpine Coach
Greg Rawlings, Nordic Staff
Tim Rodmaker, Alpine Trainer
Rob Rosser, Nordic Coach

Ralph Green

Shawn Scholl, Nordic Staff

Gerald Hayden

Jessica Smith, Paralympic Ski
Team Manager

Sarah Holm
Stephanie Jallen
Allison Jones
Andrew Kurka
Stephen Lawler
Jonathan Lujan
Staci Mannella
Kim Seevers, Guide
Scott Meyer
Alana Nichols
Patrick Parnell
Greg Peck
Melanie Schwartz
James Stanton
Laurie Stephens
Joe Tompkins
Danelle Umstead
Rob Umstead, Guide
Stephani Victor
Tyler Walker

James Upham,
Nordic Head Coach
Ray Watkins, Alpine Coach
Miah Wheeler, Snowboard
Team Coordinator

Make it Possible

Proud Sponsor of Adaptive Spirit’s SkiTAM
www.huawei.com/us

NBCUniversal is proud to be a Platinum Sponsor
of SkiTAM 2013 and a sponsor of athletes
Sean Halsted and Stephani Victor.

Sean Halsted

Stephani Victor
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For over 25 years we’ve helped millions of
people around the world get connected.
Some of our most rewarding connections have come through our sponsorship
of the U.S. Paralympic Ski Team and the friendships we have enjoyed with team
members and Adaptive Spirit supporters.
Congratulations to everyone on the U.S. Paralympic Ski Team. Your skill on the
slopes is only exceeded by the spirit you exhibit every time we are fortunate
enough to be around you.
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